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Introduction
This was the third paper for the new specification and overall candidates’ performance showed a

sound grasp of economic concepts. Answers suggested that candidates on the whole had been well

prepared for this paper. There appeared to be better use of precise economic terminology

throughout all sections of the paper. The more able candidates demonstrated excellent application

of their knowledge to the precise question set, while less able candidates attempted questions

from a ‘common sense’ approach rather than demonstrating any economic concepts.

The examination paper required candidates to apply their understanding; more able candidates did

this well with clear development of points. Examination timing skills appeared to be very good as a

whole.
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Question 1 (a) 

There are always two parts to the definition and examiners were looking for references to imports

are from another country AND goods/services being bought/brought/transferred/received.

Examiners also accepted that imports are a leakage/withdrawal as an alternative way of gaining a

second mark. Overall, this question was well answered and the majority of candidates were able to

score 2 marks for this question.

This example scored both marks and has that

goods or services that are bought from another

country (1 mark). The second mark was gained by

stating it is a leakage in the circular flow of money.

Make sure your answer has two parts otherwise

you will not be awarded both marks.
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Question 1 (b) 

Many candidates were able to calculate the correct answer and it is pleasing to see the

improvement in the marks being achieved for these types of questions. Marks can be awarded for

showing workings but these are not necessary if the correct answer is shown. There were some

minor errors in that some candidates still did not include the percentage sign or their answer was

not to two decimal places. Overall, most candidates were able to score at least 3 marks for this

question.

This response gives the correct formula and shows

the workings in order to get to the correct answer

of 67.13% so scores 4 marks.

Make sure you include the appropriate units and

that your answer is to two decimal places,

otherwise you will lose marks.
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Question 1 (c) 

This is marked using a points-based mark scheme. The knowledge mark is for giving one ‘way’ and

examiners accepted any valid way which would improve capacity utilisation. Application marks

were awarded for any use of relevant evidence such as the use of 84 250 or 67.13% from the

previous question, references to dried fruit, different flavours and using locally grown fruit. There

had to be two separate references to gain both application marks. Most candidates only gave one

piece of application and many gave none at all. The analysis mark was awarded for how the stated

‘way’ could increase capacity utilisation. Unfortunately, many candidates misread the question and

therefore performed poorly. Many candidates gave answers about how to increase productivity or

efficiency rather than capacity utilisation and examiners were looking for ways to increase demand

such as increased advertising rather than how to increase output per worker.
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This response scored all 4 marks and clearly shows

how Nim's Fruit Crisps could improve its capacity

utilisation by extending its product range. There

are two separate application points and the

analysis mark is gained by showing how extending

the product range will use more of its existing

resources thereby increasing capacity utilisation.

Application is usually the one area which is missing

from the 4-mark questions or if it is present, there

is only one piece of application. One tip is to write

the application in separate sentences so that you

know you definitely have two pieces. Application is

NOT the name of the firm but it can be anything

such as data, numbers or references to the

products the firm makes.
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Question 1 (d) 

Overall, this was a popular question and candidates were able to use some of the information in

the extract to write about the how lean production methods such as JIT, Kaizen, TQM may help 

Nim’s Fruit Crisps achieve a competitive advantage. However, s ome candidates still only gave a one-

sided response and focused on the benefits of lean production. Examiners did look for relevant

evidence to Nim’s Fruit Crisps rather than KFC or other firms. The command word is 'discuss' and

this requires evaluation of the concept being examined so some responses were unable to fulfil all

the requirements of a 'balanced awareness of competing arguments' in Level 3 descriptor in order

to achieve full marks.
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This response scored 8 marks and did fulfil all the

requirement in the level descriptor box to achieve

this. There is plenty of relevant evidence used

throughout the response and the argument is

balanced and evaluated.

Discuss questions require evaluation. There does

not need to be a conclusion but there does need to

be a balanced awareness of competing arguments.
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Question 1 (e) 

For a 12-mark ‘assess’ question there are four levels and examiners read the whole response and

then decide which level best fits the response. Many candidates gave a simplistic view of the impact

of the depreciation of the pound sterling – explaining the impact on imports and exports with some

relevant evidence to Nim’s Fruit Crisps and using the data from the extract. A one-sided response

with relevant evidence was unlikely to enter Level 4 as the bulk of the descriptors require evaluation

and a full and balanced awareness. More able responses attempted to assess the extent of the

impact or how this may affect Nim’s Fruit Crisps in terms of investment, revenue, profit margins and

uncertainty rather than just a simplistic view that imports are more expensive and exports become

competitive.
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This response scored Level 4 and 11 marks. This

went beyond the simplistic 'imports dear, exports

cheap' evaluation and really looked at the extent of

the depreciation on the firm. This response also

had a conclusion which tried to say what the

overall impact would be.

Give a full and balanced answer with an awareness

of the validity and significance of competing

arguments. You can use your own examples and

always try to contextualise both sides of the

argument. Often it is the quality not the quantity of

your argument which will get you into Level 4.
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Question 2 (a) 

As with Q1(a), there are two parts to the definition and examiners were looking for references to:

‘measurement of inflation/weighted index’ AND it being ‘a basket of goods’. Examiners did not

accept examples of what is or isn’t included in the basket of goods. Many candidates were able to

score at least 1 mark for a partial definition.

This scored 2 marks for the measure of inflation

and reference to a basket of goods.

Do not use examples in your response as there are

no marks available for these.
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Question 2 (b) 

This question was poorly done with many candidates not able to calculate the change in average

earnings despite this being a very simple calculation. Many candidates instead calculated the

change in real savings rate and many did not understand the difference between nominal and real.

Marks were available for the correct formula and for showing the calculation. As in previous years,

1 mark was deducted for not showing the percentage sign.

This candidate gives the correct answer (1.6%) as

well as showing the formula and workings.

Read the question carefully so that you know

exactly what you are calculating. Check the units

are included in your answer.
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Question 2 (c) 

This like Q1(c) is marked using a points-based mark scheme. The knowledge mark could be

awarded for stating there might be a negative impact, savings lose value or money is worth less.

Application marks could be awarded for two separate references to the data in the extract. The

analysis mark was awarded for candidates showing that savings can buy fewer goods.

This response scored 4 marks and clearly shows

the impact of rising inflation on individuals with

savings. They have used the data from the table

(0.25% and 1.2%) and have shown the

consequence of this on the purchasing power of

savings.
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Try and link your knowledge point to your analysis

point - show how they are linked or the reason,

cause or consequence. Always have two separate

data references to gain both application marks.
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Question 2 (d) 

For an 8-mark ‘discuss’ question there are three levels and examiners read the whole response and

then decide which level best fits the response. Many candidates gave a simplistic evaluation of the

impact on revenue so were able to access Level 2. Some candidates were able to link the impact on

revenue to the type of ticket, the type of traveller and whether there are any substitutes to train

travel.
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This response achieved Level 3 and 6 marks. There

is a clear understanding of the impact of PED on

the revenue and the candidate has tried to look at

the type of traveller and ticket type as to the

impact on the overall revenue of train operators.

Discuss = evaluation. It does not have to be as

deep as a 12-mark question but there has to be a

balanced awareness of competing arguments. A

conclusion is not required for a ‘discuss’ question.
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Question 2 (e) 

This is a levels-based question and there are four levels for this question. Many candidates

provided ways in which increased investment in the UK rail network would lead to economic

benefits and candidates were able to discuss the potential economic benefits in terms of reducing

unemployment, increasing productivity and reducing traffic congestion. The counter argument

focused around the opportunity cost of the investment and whether there would be any economic

benefits. Again, a one-sided response with relevant evidence is unlikely to enter Level 4 as the bulk

of the descriptors are to do with the candidate providing evaluation and a full and balanced

awareness. For a high Level 4 response, examiners were looking for arguments which are fully

developed and evaluated and are supported throughout with relevant evidence as well as a full and

balanced awareness of the validity and significance of competing arguments.
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This response was a clear Level 4 answer and

scored 11 marks overall. There was plenty of

relevant evidence used throughout the response

and the counter argument was very well

developed. The conclusion was good and did push

this to the mid-point in Level 4.
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Use a conclusion in the ‘assess’ questions. Do not

just repeat what you have already said in the

response but consider a ‘full and balanced

awareness of the validity and significance of

competing arguments’. What does it depend on?

Are there any arguments which are stronger than

others? Consider the short term and long term

impact.
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Question 3 

This is the largest mark question on the paper, worth 20 marks and has four levels. Examiners were

looking for relevant evidence in terms of using the information in the extract but many responses

tended to be generic in nature with little relevant data so these types of responses were likely to be

in Level 2 or Level 3 band. Many responses focused on the negatives rather than the likely impact

of unemployment on the Spanish economy. Some candidates saw high levels of unemployment as

an opportunity for business start-ups, larger pool of workers to choose from, lower wage demands,

lower inflation and used these ideas as counter arguments. Overall, examiners commented that

some responses were very generic in nature and did not use the extract to support the evaluation.

Some candidates incorrectly focused on how to reduce unemployment through the use of

government policies rather than the question set.
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This response scored 15 marks and was placed at

the top of Level 3. It used the data from the extract

and had good used of economic concepts rather

than a 'common sense' approach which is often

seen.

Make sure you spend the correct amount of time

on this question as it is worth 25% of the marks.

Some candidates do this question first but so long

as you give the appropriate amount of time to this

question, you should score highly. Make sure you

have a good conclusion which doesn’t just repeat

earlier points.
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Paper Summary
Based on the performance in this examination, candidates are offered the following advice:

Read the questions carefully in terms of the command words. It was clear that some candidates

were not aware of the demands of the question or how to structure their responses.

Q1(a) and Q2(a) require two parts to the explanation and examples are not rewarded.

Quantitative skills will be tested throughout the paper and these may be in the form of

calculations or using the data from the extracts to provide the application in the 4-mark

questions.

The 4-mark ‘explain’ questions will always have two Application marks so ensure that there is

enough application to gain both marks.

The command word ‘discuss’ is an evaluative command word so candidates must provide both

sides of an economic argument in order to achieve full marks.

Use of relevant evidence is required throughout and this can be from the extracts provided or

using examples provided by the candidate themselves. The extracts are there for a reason – so

use them.

Use economic concepts rather than generic ‘common sense’ answers.

Examination timings – make sure there is enough time to answer the 20-mark question in

Section C.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:

http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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